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Today’s agenda
Three topics shaping the future for marketing and BD professionals
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2018: Marketers concerns are dominated by three issues
Competition, Brexit and GDPR

32%

14%

35%

37%

56%

32%

37%

41%

GDPR (General Data Protection
Regulations)

Britain’s withdrawal from the EU (Brexit)

Lower-cost competitors entering your
marketplace

Positive impact for my firm Neutral Negative impact for my firm
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Do you anticipate the following external market factors will have 

a net positive, neutral, or negative impact on your firm during the 

next twelve months?
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2018: Senior marketers feel under-prepared to address challenges
76% not prepared to address impact of automation and AI
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2%

3%

6%

5%

14%

33%

34%

32%

43%

62%

32%

44%

35%

24%

17%

32%

19%

19%

29%

5%

2%

8%

2%

Britain’s withdrawal from the EU (Brexit)

Rising client expectations about service
delivery and client experience

Lower-cost competitors entering your
marketplace

GDPR (General Data Protection Regulations)

Automation of client delivery processes
through technology and artificial intelligence

Very under-prepared Some preparatory work done, but more work to do

Adequately prepared As well-prepared as possible

Don't know

How well-prepared is your firm to respond to the threats or 

opportunities created by the following external factors over the next 

twelve months? 
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2018: Increase in budget and headcount greater than in 2017
Expected average increase in marketing and BD budget of 2.3%
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0.7%

0.2%

2.0%

3.1%

2.2%
2.4%

2.7%
2.9%

2.4%

3.2%

2.6%

3.2%

2.0%

1.3%

2.5%
2.3%

2.0%

2.9%

Overall marketing budget Marketing function
headcount

Expenditure on marketing
team salaries

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

To what extent do you anticipate each of the following metrics to 
change over the next 12 months in your firm? – average percentage 

change
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2018: A third say improving client experience is their top priority
Relaunching the brand is a top priority for 13% of respondents
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What do you plan to do more of?

84%
75% 71%

63% 62% 60% 59%
49% 48%

43% 40% 38%

25%
32%

2%
6%

0% 3%
11% 8% 5% 8% 6%

2%

13%

0%

Which is highest up your priority list?

Which of the following activities do you plan to do more of in 

2018 compared with the previous year? / Which one of the 

following activities is highest up your priority list for 2018? 
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“I see a lot of opportunity for 
automation: from the creation of 

directory entries and self-serve pitch 
process for lawyers aided by 

technology, to client feedback processes 
and KPI reporting to clients.”
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“Automated systems are important 
for effective delivery, but it is the 
human aspect of the role which 

dictates the actual performance of 
the firm’s marketing.”
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5%

12%

20%

25%

33%

36%

39%

16%

30%

32%

16%

30%

28%

38%

23%

38%

30%

15%

25%

31%

25%

5%

18%

18%

Website content

Client intelligence

Client feedback

CRM data

Social media management

Campaign management

Currently automated

Plan to automate in 2018

No plan in place to begin automating this, but would like to do so in future

No intention to automate this

Technology: Campaigns, social media most likely to be automated
39% looking to automate web content over the year ahead

Thinking about the activities of your firm’s marketing and BD 
function, which of the following do you plan to automate over the 

next twelve months?
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Skills: Leaders mostly look to upskill their existing teams
32% looking to outsource AI delivery to third parties
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70%

64%

17%

72%

40%

45%

17%

15%

8%

11%

8%

13%

11%

16%

32%

10%

16%

6%

2%

5%

43%

7%

37%

35%

Improving the digital client experience (e.g.
web, social media)

Improving the usefulness of client data
analytics

Using AI to improve the delivery of client
services

Managing CRM systems in a more efficient and
effective way

Using 'design thinking' to identify ways to
innovate client experience

Introducing new service delivery models for
clients

Upskill existing team Recruit specialists to the team Outsource this to third parties Don't know

How will you build capability in your marketing and business 
development team to successfully execute the following 

technology and innovation priorities over the next three years?
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Skills: Leaders lean towards building a team of specialists
Creative, people skills valued over being tech or commercially savvy

48% 32% 19%
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37% 36% 27%

25% 54% 21%

24% 43% 33%

6% 54% 40%

24% 58% 18%

Marketing and BD specialists Marketing and BD generalists

Experience of professional services Experience of industries other than professional services

Strategic thinker Tactical executer

Internal centre of excellence Integrated across the business

Technology and data-savvy Ability to persuade and influence

Creative thinking Financially and commercially-savvy

Imagine you have been given free rein to recruit your ideal 
marketing and business development team to help deliver your 

firm’s marketing strategy. Which of these options best aligns with 
your preferences the make-up of your ideal team?
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Meridian West
Insight | Strategy | Change

Meridian West helps professional firms to develop and implement 
client-focused strategies.
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• Client experience
• Client feedback
• Client journey mapping
• Compass
• Competitor analysis
• Thought leadership

• Business development strategy
• Brand positioning
• Facilitation
• Innovation strategy
• New proposition development

• Coaching
• Key client management
• Management information
• Management structures and 

organisation design
• Process mapping
• Skills development


